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The SwiftPack i6 rapid bagging machine was engineered with 
efficiency, reliability, and cost in mind. The SwiftPack i6 is capable 
of producing mail order and ecommerce fulfillment applications 
with dimensions up to 22” wide. Achieving speeds up to 900 bags/
hour for labeled and sealed packages, the SwiftPack i6 can increase 
productivity while decreasing costs.

With next in line label printing, there is no need to worry about queuing, 
making labeling errors a thing of the past. Thermal transfer printed 
labels are created and applied directly to the bag. Just scan the 
product and the SwiftPack i6 will print and label the next package for 
you, increasing accuracy and efficiency.

The SwiftPack i6 features a side exit conveyor belt that can 
accommodate a wide range of customizable package sizes. The 
configuration of the conveyor belt optimizes the workspace available 
for the operator and allows for easy integration with existing systems to 
help route packages to their final destination.

With the option of running either fanfold or roll-on bags, the Swiftpack 
i6 offers the versatility and compact design to make it a great addition 
for any business large or small. Just a single button press on the HMI 
switches between bagging options allowing the operator to make quick 
changeovers. Giving the operator time to focus on the finely tuned 
customization options available for your unique packaging needs.

SIDE EXIT CONVEYER BELT

900 BAGS/HR FOR LABELED 
AND SEALED PACKAGES

NEXT IN-LINE LABEL 
PRINTING & APPLICATION
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MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions (Width x Depth x Height) Weight Electrical Air Rate (label, & seal)

34” x 63” x 56” 441 lbs. 120V 60 psi Up to 900
bags/hour*

PACKAGING SPECIFICATIONS
Bag Width Range 8” - 22” 
Bag Length Range 10” - 26”
Film Gauge range 1 mil - 4 mil
Roll Diameter 10”, 14”, or Fan Fold

Operator safety is the design focus for the SwiftPack i6. To 
ensure proper space is maintained between the operator 
and moving parts, a strong guard surrounds the pass-
through. In addition, a two-touch button system eliminates 
the chance for an operator’s hands from being injured 
while sealing is performed. With the SwiftPack i6 you can 
trust that your team and business will be safe.

*Package material, gauge and size along with operator efficiency and product size and weight can vary specification

CREATE A LASTING  
IMPACKT ON YOUR 
BUSINESS CONTACT 
IMPACKT PACKAGING 
SOLUTIONS TODAY!
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COST COMPARISON: 10,000 PACKAGE CASE STUDY
MANUAL SwiftPack i6

Volume Required 10,000 10,000
Number of operators 4 1
Packing Rate Per operator 75 - 100 720 - 900
Time to Complete 23 - 33 Hours 11 - 14 Hours
Estimated labor cost to complete $1,600 - $2,112 $176 - $224
Total labor savings to complete N/A $1,424 - $1,888

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY 
& DECREASE COST

BY AUTOMATING THE MAILER FILLING PROCESS, YOU CAN REDUCE LABOR BY 75% WHILE 
CUTTING PRODUCTION TIME BY MORE THAN HALF 

MATERIAL AND  
SIZE VERSATILITY

MANUAL BAGGING AUTOMATIC BAGGING

100/HOUR
900/HOUR
9X FASTER
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